
 

XM956 Compact Front End Loader

LARGE COMPACT WHEEL LOADER

ROCK BUCKET WITH 3M3 BIG CAPACITY

Compact Wheel Loader is a kind of multifunctional general machinery, and it can be widely used in
the social from all walks of life, instead of the heavy workload, low efficiency of manual labor and
work in bad environment. With low cost, high efficiency of salient features. MITNIK successively
developed is suitable for various models of different function series combination of wheel loader
machine auxiliary equipment and device

Wheel Loader Bucket Product Features:

1. 4102 engine, the power system. Arm 300 fission torque converter, 3 cm, big round edge
deceleration bridge. The spacious luxurious cabin. 2.Dig up strength, automatic unloading flat, action
time shorten working device, improve the efficiency of the machine. 3. Caliper disc brake, brake with
high efficiency. 4. Fission type hydraulic torque converter, is not easy to heat, easy maintenance. 5.
External automatic charging system, charging anytime and anywhere.

6. Job control for horizontal bar operation,comfortable and convenient manipulation.
7. Single rocker Z type connecting rod device,solid bucket,mining. Hydraulic hose uncluttered,
beautiful and durable.
8.Taken the hydraulic steering system, flexible steering, pilot hydraulic system operation, convenient
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operation, high efficiency and energy saving. Fork frame structure, collect good stability, high
structural strength. The superior performance, operation with special effects.
9.Dig up great strength, automatic unloading flat, action time shorten working device, improve the
efficiency of the whole machine.
10.Control for horizontal bar operation, comfortable and convenient manipulation.
11.Split type hydraulic torque converter,not high temperature, easy maintenance. External automatic
charging system,charging anytime and anywhere.
12.Work for the horizontal bar operation,comfortable and convenient manipulation.Drive a separate
arrangement,fuel tank with active link function,convenient maintenance.
13.Frame structure by using finite element analysis technology,work stress parts adopt enhance the
stiffness and strength of structure.

Excavating Loader Full Operating Performance Characteristics:
1.Increase the cab, safety glass, capacious and bright.
2.The workbench: water temperature, oil temperature, current, be clear at a glance.
3.Use famous hydraulic parts, the double pump confluence, powerful; Mining, loading hydraulic
power for each other.Using the damping suspension type
4.360, rotating seat with safety belt, improves the comfort and safety of the driver.
5.Before and after articulated frame, small turning radius, full hydraulic steering, easy and convenient
operation.
6.Parts as the forerunner, mining operation, the manipulation of light, the positioning accuracy.
7.Completely has all the features of the small excavators and loaders.
8.Can be equipped with a variety of options to meet the needs of different users.
9. Mining equipment and the wing type of leg, in the broken rock and deep digging, than other forms
of mining equipment has better stability.

Product link：https://www.mitnikmachine.com/?p=1226
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